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Housekeeping
 Kindly mute yourselves when not speaking
 Please “raise your hand” to request the floor
 The meeting is being recorded
 Brief notes will be circulated afterwards

GEO Mountains: an introduction
The Global Network for Observations and Information in Mountain Environments
An Initiative of the Group on Earth Observations (GEO) co-lead by the Mountain Research Initiative (MRI)
& the National Research Council of Italy

Objectives:
 To identify and satisfy the data and information needs of a
diverse range stakeholders operating in the mountain sphere
 To improve monitoring and understanding of mountain
processes and phenomena, especially under change
 To build, connect, and communicate with the community of
mountain researchers, practitioners, and policy makers
 To develop collective reporting capacity that responds to preidentified assessment and policy needs

Task Groups

Introduction to the MRI Working Groups
 Elevation dependent climate change (EDCC) – Nick Pepin
 WG Scope / tasks & UHOPs

 Mountain Observatories – Maria Shahgedanova
 WG Scope / tasks & Mountain Observatories

Main Task Group Objectives
 Identify opportunities for GEO Mountains to contribute to the activities of the two
Working Groups
 To take on feedback from the WG to further improve GEO Mountains’ provision
of datasets and services to the (predominantly research) community
 Potentially develop joint activities

Some suggestions to begin with….
 Increase discoverability of mountain in situ monitoring sites / infrastructure / networks and
the accessibility and reusability of their associated datasets by adding them to the GEO
Mountains In Situ Inventory > Demo
 Increase discoverability, accessibility, and reusability of gridded mountain datasets by
adding them to the GEO Mountains General Inventory (currently under development,
release planned soon) > Demo
 Gain credit for your work and increase your impact (if you are site manager / data
provider)
 Help other scientists and data users find suitable datasets more efficiently
 Provide a data basis that contributes to improved assessment exercises (e.g. IPCC)
 Contribute to insightful, interdisciplinary data gap / data coverage analyses
(responsibility of another GEO Mountains Task Group – get in touch if interested!)

Expected outcomes
 Progress made via GEO Mountains to increase the discoverability and accessibility of dataset
is “followed through” to have real scientific impact
 Scientific, research, and monitoring needs and experiences from the WG’s feed back into the
GEO Mountains implementation plan, e.g.:
 Which datasets / kinds of data are required to answer pressing scientific challenges
around climate and other change in mountains that the MRI WGs wish to tackle?
 Do our inventories capture all important fields that users require?
 Etc. etc.

Discussion
 Areas in which the WG Leads most need / would appreciate our inputs / help? – Maria & Nick
 Questions, comments, ideas? – All
 Next steps?
 Also, surely the possibility for interested participants to formally join the respective WGs
(but please don’t desert us at GEO Mountains!!)

Many thanks for your interest and contributions!

geomountains@mountainresearchinitiative.org

